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Pack Size
5 litre, 10 litre, 15 litre

Colours
Wide range of colours

Application Tool
Brush, roller & spray

Suitable Substrates
Bonded Paint & Coatings, Render, Brick, Stone, 
Rough-Cast & other Masonry Substrates 

Primer
New surfaces 10-50% dilution with clean water 
depending on the substrate

Coverage
Approximately 4-15m2 / litre 
(Dependent on the nature and porosity of the 
surface)

Application Temperature
5˚C - 25˚C for a minimum of 24 hours

Technical Data

Ultra-
Waterproofing

Matt Finish Excellent
Adhesion

Silicone 
Technology

Highly Breathable Algae resistant

DESCRIPTION
Wethertex AP77 Flexible Smooth Masonry Paint is a high performance, exterior quality flexible 
masonry paint. Developed using advanced Optilife silicone technology for improved breathability, 
AP77 provides a smooth matt finish that is both self cleaning and highly weatherproof and will protect 
your building for up to 20 years.

PREPARATION
Ensure all surfaces to be painted are clean, dry and free from grease and loose or flaking material that 
may impair adhesion. Do not apply to shiny surfaces. Scaffolding must be independently tied to allow 
for uninterrupted application. Any faults in the substrate, particularly those that can lead to moisture 
penetration, must be rectified or can affect the finish quality. Mask around the area where the material 
is to be applied. Masking tape must be removed before the material has dried out. Ensure all BS 
standards are carried out through application.

APPLICATION
Stir the product thoroughly and do not contaminate. For the best results apply by brush, lamb’s 
wool roller or spray. Application tool type and quality may influence the finished appearance. Apply 
liberally and avoid overspreading. To avoid dampness and discolouration painting should be avoided 
below DPC or within 150mm of ground level. AP77 can be diluted between 10-50% depending on the 
suction of the substrate.

STORAGE
When stored unopened in a dry place at temperatures above 5ºC, shelf life is 12 months from the 
date of manufacture. If you have any left over product, ensure that you close the tin by replacing the 
lid firmly and securely and store in a safe place. Protect from frost. To avoid the risk of spillage, always 
store and transport in a secure upright position.

TOOL CLEANING
All equipment must be washed with clean, cold water immediately after use. Waste material should 
not be emptied in the drainage systems. Some local authorities have special facilities for the disposal 
of leftover paint. Please do not add any product into drains or watercourses.

HEALTH & SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
For further information, please request the material safety data sheet for this product
by visiting www.wethertex.co.uk 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The environmental climatic conditions for application and drying are 
critical. The following conditions can negatively affect the product 
performance and should be avoided, and taken into full consideration 
in the first 24 hours after application:

• If frost or heavy rain is forecast
• Relative Humidity is above 85%
• In temperatures below 5oC or above +25ºC
• If the substrate is hot (at above 30ºC) or below +1ºC

Coverage rates are approximate and do not take into account 
wastage and uneven substrates.

The product must be protected against heavy rain, direct sun or 
wind in the first 24 hours after application. Sheeting the façade or the 
scaffold is advised to protect against this. For this particular product 
if these parameters are not met; polymer film damage, wash off, 
discolouration and potential failure can occur. It is the responsibility 
of the application contractor to manage and record the weather 
conditions during application and curing of the product. 

If the above is not followed or alternative products are used; then 
system failure may occur. To the best of our knowledge and belief, 
this information is true and accurate. However, as conditions of use of 
the product and the expertise of any applicator involved are beyond 
our control, the end user must satisfy themselves by prior testing that 
the product is suitable for the specific application if no specification 
has been provided for the project in hand. No responsibility can be 
accepted, nor any warranty given by our Representatives, Agents or 
Distributors. Products are sold subject to our Standard Conditions 
of Sale and the end user should ensure that they have consulted our 
latest literature and advice.
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